scanning a surface with a biomimetic force sensor they demonstrate the dominance of the frequencies that 27 fall within the optimal sensitivity range of Pacinian afferents. The sensor, in this study, has a soft cover 28 patterned with parallel ridges -mimicking the fingerprints. However, the skin structure is quite complex.
29
Elasticity of the skin varies with depth and the ridge like pattern comprises of not just papillary ridges or Many in the neuroscience and robotics community are fascinated by recent report on 51 fingerprints or papillary ridges facilitating perception of fine textured surfaces (empirically 52 defined as those with predominant spatial periods of less than about 200 µm) (Scheibert et al. 53 2009) . From this finding it emerges that fingerprints not only help nab a criminal or improve our 54 grip on slippery objects, they may also enhance our capability to detect fine textured surfaces, 55 such as a cotton sleeve or a wooden table. 56
According to state of the art, the texture perception in humans is believed to be mediated by two 57 mechanisms (duplex theory): A spatial code that works for coarse and medium surfaces (spatial 58 scale more than about 200 µm), and a vibrotactile code that works for fine surfaces (Hollins and 59 Figure 1c) . 140
The study of Scheibert et al. (Scheibert et al. 2009 ) adds to our knowledge about role of skin 141 morphology in enhancing tactile sensitivity and tactile data processing mediated by PCs. It 142 opens avenues for using fingerprint like structures to improve tactile information gathering and 143 hence utilization in other areas such as robotics, prosthetics and haptics. The touch sensors used 144 in such applications are usually covered with soft and elastic covering to improve robustness. In 145 many robotic applications, the use of elastic covers with fingerprint like structures, to improve 146 grip and to prevent slip etc., have been reported previously. However, in the absence of any 147 analysis such as that presented by Scheibert, et al. (Scheibert et al. 2009 ), the elastic covers 148 (fingerprinted or not) on touch sensors in robotic applications have been thought to act as low 149 pass mechanical filters -whose cut-off frequency depends on material properties of the elastic 150 cover. Thus, the elastic covers have generally been known to the suppress the high frequency 151 component of tactile information and thus desensitize the touch sensors (Maeno et al. 1998) . 
